Russian Contemporary Music Festival

Lectures & Concerts
September 28 through October 1, 2000

Composers
В. Агафонников
Ю. Буцко
А. Вустин
А. Головин
И. Дубкова
С. Загний
Ф. Карасёв
Л. Карев
М. Колонтай
Н. Корндорф
Р. Ледениов
В. Николаев
О. Ревва
Д. Рыбцёв
А. Стефану
В. Тарнопольский

Musicians
Г. Дубинец
Л. Пай
С. Савенко
Д. Эквов
М. Фролова-Уолкер

Thursday, September 28
Samuel Becker Communications Building, Room 101
3:30 pm Film screening of “Theremin—An Electronic Odyssey”
5:00 pm Live demonstration of a Theremin by L. Fritts

Friday, September 29
Museum of Art, Lasansky Room
1:30 pm Welcome by D. Nelson and K. Thelander
1:40 pm E. Dubinets “Contemporary Russian Music: Problems, Directions and Representatives”
2:00 pm R. Ledeniov “Who Teaches Composers in Moscow?”
2:40 pm V. Agafonnikov “How We Teach the Composers”
3:30 pm S. Savenko “Post-Soviet Music: Between Tradition and Avant-Garde”
4:15 pm М. Фролова-Уолкер “Music from Russia or Russian Music?”

Saturday, September 30
Samuel Becker Communications Building, Room 101
10:00 am Screening of V. Tarnopol’ski’s opera “Wenn die Zeit über die Ufer tritt”
1:00 pm E. Dubinets “Russian Minimalism—Is It Minimalism at All?”
1:30 pm Presentation by N. Korndorf on his music
2:30 pm D. Oukhov “Beyond De Profundis - In Search of Experimental Music in Russia”
3:00 pm Presentation by S. Zagny “Structure and Wish”
3:45 pm L. Pine “Russian Electronic Music: Fast and Present “Schillinger and Theremin”
4:15 pm D. Oukhov “Electroacoustic Music in Russia: the Moscow Conservatory Strikes Again”

Saturday, September 30, 8:00 pm
Clapp Recital Hall
Concert I, Center for New Music Ensemble
(music of R. Ledeniov, V. Tarnopolski, O. Rayeva,
V. Agafonnikov, V. Nikolayev)

Sunday, October 1
Clapp Recital Hall
1:00 pm Panel Discussion (Young Composers)
2:00 pm E. Dubinets and S. Savenko “Russian Religious Music” with illustrations from Joyful Light by A. Vustin
3:00 pm Concert II, Organ Concert by L. Karev (music of Y. Boutsko, L. Karev, R. Ledeniov, M. Kolontay, A. Colovin, A. Vustin)
8:00 pm Concert III, Center for New Music Ensemble
(music of N. Korndorf, S. Zagny, D. Riabtsev,
I. Dubkova, F. Karafi, A. Stefanou)

http://www.uiowa.edu/~cnm or call (319) 335-1626 for latest information